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2 things I learned for each of the  Microsoft Office Programs / One thing to improve.  
 

Part B - BTT1O SUMMATIVE PORTFOLIO  
 

Microsoft Word:  
A few major skills that I had learned from this unit were how to write a personal and business 
letter. This unit taught me what different parts you need to consider while you are writing this 
type of a letter and how to format it. I did various activities on writing a letter in a personal and 
business format. I did activities where I learned who to design a business letterhead and even 
design a logo in Microsoft Word.  Other things I had learned in my Business Course was the 
program, and app “find and replace”. it is useful because it can replace or change all of the 
same word all in one click if there is spelling errors or to replace words.  One thing I need to 
improve for next time is to write stronger business letters and to make sure I can word he letters 
quick and to the point of what I am trying to say. 
 
Microsoft Excel:  
The two skills I learned in Microsoft Excel are the “IF formula” and how to use conditional 
formatting. I have a lots of experience using Microsoft excel before and I have learnt a few 
things from this course that I never used before.  I never used both of these features prior to this 
course. The IF function is needed some time to determine if where or not the statement is true. 
For example, the project that I did with this function was to determine if my data was “Above” 
or “Below Average”. Although, I've had some difficulties at times to try to get my formula to 
input true or false. I as well I learnt what sparklines is and what they use for in excel.  Sparkline 
are basically are “mini graphs” that only use one cell and it shows change within a set data. 
  
 
Microsoft Access  
This unit taught me how to use the program Microsoft Access.  I’ve never used this program 
before prior to this course and I had some difficulties with using Access in the beginning. This 
unit taught me how  to design a database and different things you can carte on this application. 
As well, I learnt how to create forms, queries, and reports on Microsoft Access. I also learnt 
different view settings on databases and how to rearrange them so everything will fit.  This unit 
also taught me to identify different parts of a database.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Microsoft Publisher:  
Before I did this course, I have prior experience using Microsoft Publisher and I use publisher to 
do some projects I did in school. One major thing that I learned from this unit was how to use 
the ADIA formula and how to apply it onto publisher.  ADIA is a formula that Marketers use to 
make ADs more effective and able to spread the message or products across to the reader. 
There are many ways that ADIA is use in advertising, they use shapes (such as using arrows or 
boxes) and using 3D texts or sanding to attract the reader to look at it. Advertisement as well 
uses images, color and bold text to get people to read their Ads. Thought out this unit, I learned 
how to design different kinds of brochure, newsletters and flyers.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 


